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TOLERANCE
INTERNATIONAL UK

O

n Saturday 7 July 2007 the charity
Tolerance International UK held the
official launch of their UK Education
and Research programmes. The day
was picked especially to remember the
52 people who died and over 700 people who were
injured during the suicide bombings that took place
in London on 7th July 2005.
The conference was well attended by St Thomas’
parishioners. In the photograph below the sharp-eyed will
spot Fr Brian just visible beneath the chin of 18-year-old
Peris Onchere who is reading a poem of peace. From left
to right in the front row are some of the distinguished
guests and speakers, Raficq Abdulla MBE supporting
Fr Brian’s chin with his right shoulder, Dr. Mohammed
Essam El-Din Fahim, Lord Taverne, Councillor Faizullah
Khan leader of Hackney council who brought with him the
greetings and good wishes of four other Greater London
mayors who were unable to come in person due to the
congestion, and Lord Shaukat Khan. Some of the other
speakers included, Dr Maryam Alami, Richard Rampton

QC, Dr Richard Stone and a videoed speech of Ayatolla
Jallal Gangeii.
The picture above shows the preparation for the very
emotive release of 52 balloons, one for each of the
victims killed in 2005. Many passing tourists as well as
delegates watched somewhat awe-struck as the white
balloons wafted first in the direction of Big Ben and then
disappeared rapidly into an almost clear blue sky.
Messages of support for the occasion came from
Hazel Blears. Secretary of State for Communities and
Local Government. “ Your Voices speak louder than
ours…”
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Cardinal Cormac Murphy O’Connor. Cardinal Archbishop
of Westminster. “ May your conference promote a civilization of love…”
Rabbi Dr Tony Bayfield, Head of the Movement for
Reform Judaism: “Moderate secularists who are not
standing shoulder to shoulder with you today have a great
deal to thank you for…”
Esther Hyman. Sister of the late Miriam Hyman, victim
of the London Bombings 2005: “Accept this message
of support … and know that I will be thinking of you…”
Cllr Liaquat Ali. The Mayor of Waltham Forest: “We wish you
every success for your day of remembrance on 7 July and
with your other projects to promote tolerance in the UK…”
Talking of other projects this may be a good time to
briefly touch on the main ones.
Community engagement programmes are at the heart
of the organisation. Working directly with individuals in
vulnerable communities who may be at risk of extremism
and understanding the causes of their unrest equips the
Tolerance Institute with the information needed to formulate solutions and respond to these issues. One of these
programmes is Embracing Tolerance: a tailored community programme that engages directly with youth, initiating
discussion centred on issues surrounding religious discrimination. The aim is to generate awareness of religious
injustice and promote tolerance and understanding. This
programme has already been piloted in Bishop Challoner
Catholic Collegiate School in Tower Hamlets and recommended by the local authority for introduction to all nineteen schools in the borough.
Another programme is Voices of Tolerance. This programme gives a voice to those who have suffered as a result
intolerance. This is an opportunity for people to share their
stories and have others learn from their experiences.
These programmes centre on political, religious or commercial extremism, one of the two major threats to the
contemporary world. Tolerance International’s Institute
identifies climate change as the other major threat. It suggests that the world’s populace, particularly in the west,
are duty bound by the very nature of the interdependence
of all creatures and natural resources one upon the other
to rectify these issues. Indeed, Fr Sean McDonagh writing in The Far East Magazine in March 2007 opines ‘
Climate change is one of the most serious ethical issues
facing humanity in the 21st century…The chief scientist
of the British government, Sir David King, believes that
climate change is a greater threat to humanity and to the
earth than terrorism.’ The alternative would be to leave
an inheritance to future generations that would not augur

well for those who believe in a life hereafter as a reward
for the life lead here and now.
The Vatican, concerned about its contribution to global
warming, has recently purchased land in Hungary for
tree planting to offset its carbon footprint. The Vatican
is therefore the first state to become carbon neutral by
balancing its CO2 emissions with trees that convert CO2
in the atmosphere to oxygen.
Cafod’s Live Simply campaign is intended to persuade
us to reduce carbon emissions but no matter what we do
even the best amongst us will still have a carbon footprint
of around 3 tons/year. It is not given to everybody to be
able to find a suitable project that allows carbon offsetting proportionate to emissions. This is where Tolerance
International’s TICOF fund can help.
The Carbon emissions of your home or business can be accurately calculated by TI-UK. Or,
on an estimate of the average emissions per
person nationally, you can offset your carbon
footprint by joining TI-UK’s green initiative for
as little as 10p per day. TI-UK is in partnership with the regional Government of Loreto in
the Peruvian Rain Forest with the full support and backing
of the President of the region, together with two local environmental agencies, Fondebosque (the Peruvian fund for
the promotion and development of forests) and IISSAA
(an international research institute focussed on the development of the Amazonian region). The project is intended
to improve the lives of those in this sparsely populated
and remote location. The indigenous population is forced
to use the forest as their means of livelihood. This results
in 250,000 hectares of forest being slashed and burnt
each year releasing tens of millions of tons of CO2 into
the atmosphere. Trees are being cut down for as little as
15p a day to harvest the ‘heart’ of the local palm species.
These trees can absorb over 600 tons of CO2 per hectare
over their life cycle.
So what is in it for you to contribute say £10 per average
household per month or £10 per employee per month?
The householder, like the Vatican, is effectively purchasing an indulgence but also has the satisfaction of
knowing the lives of those in the Rain Forest region are
being improved by the introduction of new sustainable
employment in, for example, fish farming or the proper
management of timber industries as well as improving
the world wide environment. The householder will also
receive a certificate signed by the president of the Loreto
region, which they may wish to display in their home.
The business member will be able to display a logo
on its business premises, letterhead and in its advertising. More and more people today wish to ‘do their bit’ by
reducing and/or offsetting emissions and are more likely
to buy from a business that displays the carbon neutral
logo than from others that do not.
Tick off your emissions by entering the web site
www.toleranceinternational.org.uk or by contacting
TI-UK now on 0207 427 0050 and say you want to do
your bit.
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

For this issue we received more articles
than we have room to publish. This
is very encouraging for the In Touch
Team. Those who submitted articles
that are not published here can look
forward to publication in the next issue.
Although circulation has increased by
40% over the past eighteen months there are still some
parishioners that couldn’t get a copy.
Peter Walsh writes reminding us that there is nothing wrong with religion per se but the same cannot be
said for those that practice a religion. We might question whether the insensitivities of government serve to
fuel the fires of hatred that lurk beneath the surface of
religious differences. What could be more insensitive at
a time when inter-religious relations are going through
a new crisis than the knighthood granted to Salman
Rushdie? Was it really necessary and toward what end
was this honour made to the one Muslim who is, perhaps, more despised by other Muslims than any other?
The inner thoughts and doubts of faith of Blessed
Mother Teresa of Calcutta are revealed ten years after
her death in her letters published in a new book Come
be my Light. According to the Spanish Cardinal Julian
Herranz: “these moments of crisis felt by great saints
are normal…[they are] the proof of the greatness of faith
of Blessed Mother Teresa and take nothing away from
her holiness.” Perhaps it might be said that those that
never doubt never really believe.
In the months to come there is much for Catholics to
battle with in our ever increasingly secular society. The
Mental Capacity Act received Royal Assent on 7th April
2005. This Act now is in effect; it is now legal to starve
your aging relatives to death. There is no more painful, inhuman way of committing euthanasia than this.
According to clever wording in this, perhaps the longest
and most complicated Act ever to get on the statute book,
death by starvation is not euthanasia. If not I would like to
know what one might call it. Anyone who is faced with the
situation of a relative suffering from the effect of this Act
should contact the Pro Life Movement which has set up
support organisations specifically to help you fight it.
The assisted dying Bill of Lord Joffe, defeated in the
Lords at the end of last year will shortly raise again its
ugly head. Whilst seeking to kill off life new efforts in
mixing human genes with those of animals are flaunted
as a way to prolong life and cure illnesses.
Maybe professor Stephen Hawking, writer of the widest published, never read book, A Brief History of Time
should have the last word. The physicist was not given
many years to live when he was diagnosed with motor
neurone disease in the 1960s, aged 22. Now aged 64
he suggests that we ought to find ways of escaping this
threatened planet and colonise other planetary systems. You may well ask will God go with us? No, God is
already there waiting for us
LEON MENZIES Editor
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Part One

Palm Sunday Parking Perils
Welcome to the murky world of Decriminalised
Parking Enforcement. By Mick Brandon

H
The Village Bookshop
Alison & Robin Lawrence
Books for everyone and every occasion
Orders by phone or email are welcome
and are usually fulﬁlled within 48 hours
475 High Road, Woodford Green
Tel: 020 8506 0551
www.thevillagebookshop.co.uk

ave you ever received a
parking ticket that you
thought was unfair, or
wrongly issued? Did you
just pay up and shut up? Do you
know you have a better than
50/50 chance of succeeding if
you appeal? Before I go on, try to
answer this question.
You are in a quiet, suburban road
off the main road that has one of the
following three combinations of markings and signs shown. Where can you
park legally on a Sunday morning at
9 a.m.?
Answers I have been given include

Fig 1
‘none of them’, ‘the one on the left,
because it doesn’t have a sign’, ‘definitely not the one in the middle’
‘I think the one on the right’ and
‘obviously the one on the right’. The
answer to the question is - definitely
not Fig.1 or Fig.2. Both mean ‘At any
time’ with or without the sign. But
what about Fig.3?
If double yellow lines (‘dubyells’)
mean no parking ‘At any time’ what
are we to make of such a mix? Do
you go by the sign or the lines? It is
a highly unusual combination to be
sure, but it exists in Redbridge at
least twice. However, you are likely to
get a ticket if you park there, because
double yellow lines always seem to
mean ‘At any time’. A parking attendant doesn’t see anything else but
the lines and ignores the time plate.
Does this seem unfair to you? The
6
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time plate says it’s okay, doesn’t it?
As we shall see later, legally no such
combination exists, so you can park
there on a technicality. You will probably be ticketed. This article explains
why this is almost inevitable but also
why you should definitely win on
appeal.
I was prompted to write this piece
after watching an ITV program on
Monday 4th June 2007 called ‘Traffic
Warden’s Confessions’. The program
brought to mind, all the irritation (a
euphemism!) I felt when I was given
a penalty charge notice (PCN) at 9.20
a.m. on Palm Sunday of this year. It
was April Fool Day too! The church
car park was full so I decided to park
in Mornington Road.
Mornington Road has double yellow lines extending from the High
Road around into the road itself. They
end after a short distance. On this
morning, I stopped my car on the
double yellow lines. Exactly where I
parked, there is a lamppost with a
time plate affixed see fig3 on p9. Yes,
it’s that rare combination.
I knew double yellow lines usually
meant ‘At any time’. I also knew that
councils are no longer obliged to
have a time plate stating ‘At any time’
where there are double yellow lines
(since January 2003). The irony is if

there had been no sign at all, I would
not have parked there. However, having been a driver since Ben Hur cut
everyone up in his chariot, and a
police officer for 14 years, I had been
taught that lines on the road are
only a guide. They alert a driver to
parking restrictions where the lines
are marked out. I also knew, like
every driver should, that a time plate
changes the meaning of the lines,
and although very rare, I felt sure
this applied to double yellow lines.
Otherwise, why have the sign there?
Anyway, I reasoned it was all right to
park there because of the time plate.
It was a quiet suburban road with
little traffic at that time and certainly
no danger or obstruction caused nor,
as far as I could see, no laws were
being broken. Plus, I had the authority of the sign outweighing the guidance of the lines (as we are taught).
However, a parking attendant thought
otherwise. And this started me on a
personal crusade against misleading
signs and unfair parking tickets.
I should insert at this point that I
do not condone bad parking, doubleparking, illegal or dangerous parking,
parking in the slipway to the church
or any other parking that is patently
in contravention of the regulations or
to good driving practice. Bad parking
can be unsafe and cause congestion
and I readily admit that some drivers really do take liberties not least
outside the church. Love them or
loathe them, we need parking regulations and enforcement. However, it is
unjust and unfair to have signs that
are ambiguous, misleading, or downright deceptive. Something else was
going on here.

Let battle commence
Written more in anger than in reason
I sent my letter of appeal. In brief, I
opined that the time plate clearly indicated the proscribed hours were MonSat and I had parked on a Sunday
(momentarily, I also thought it was an
April Fool joke!). It was rejected, the
Fig 2 reasons being “Parking on double
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yellow lines is not permitted ‘At any
time’ and the sign you refer to is for
the single yellow line”. Single yellow
line. What single, yellow line?
If there had been a single yellow
line, I would have known the time
plate referred to it because it is a
more likely and usual combination
of sign and line. I surmised that the
combination of the sign and double
yellow lines in Mornington Road was
an error by Redbridge council. But
how was I, or anybody else, expected
to know that? And exactly what was
intended by having what has turned
out to be a bogus combination of
time plate and dubyells? I needed
to brush up on my parking laws. I
needed evidence.
My research started on the Internet
where I found that I was one of
thousands of disgruntled motorists
who believed they had received a
PCN unfairly or illegally. The more I
read, the more annoyed I became.
My annoyance turned to disgust.
As the ITV program had shown,
the Road Traffic Act 1991 (RTA)
‘decriminalised parking enforcement’
(DPE) and gave all London councils
the responsibility for parking ‘management’. The income from tickets
went into the council coffers. This
now appears to have become a new
source of revenue for the councils
and much less to do with improving
safety and the removal of obstruction on the Queen’s highway. If this
sounds contentious, my source is
(arguably) impeccable –
Parking Manager at the London
Borough of Barnet writing in Parking
Review; quote taken from Hansard,
Minutes of Evidence, June 24th
2003, para. 193.
“Parking enforcement under local
authority control is now used as a
vehicle to generate ever increasing
income levels. It has long since
ceased to be a parking control
designed to promote the free flow of
traffic, enhance the safety of other
road users and pedestrians and is
now an easy way for members in
some authorities to increase cash
flow.”
Barrie Segal, who appeared on
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the ITV documentary, states on his
website www.appealnow.com “As local authorities have moved
away from using parking tickets as
a traffic flow measure and towards
a revenue generation model, their
staff have been under increasing
pressure to ‘perform’. It is no secret
that parking wardens are poorly paid
and work to strict quotas. “
I had a feeling that nationwide,
councils were misleading motorists
by having superfluous time plates
where none were required by law,
or needed for any other reason. Of
course, I had no evidence that this
was the case with Redbridge. It could
be a genuine oversight on their part.
But the feeling was pervasive. I suspected that at one time, there may
have been a single line at this point
in Mornington Road (hence the time

you what the actual restriction is.
A pretty clear statement that a time
plate may modify the dubyells.
● Wychavon Council (Worcestershire)
state “Yellow lines - Parking is not permitted on a single or double yellow
line during the hours of restriction”.
Check for a time plate then?
● Kirklees Council state “…all double
yellow lines mean ‘No waiting at any
time’ with or without a time plate.” No
messing there. (Not entirely correct,
but no messing.)
● Harrogate Council states “Generally
you will not be able to park on double
yellow lines at any time.” Generally?
So I can park on them some time?
Look for a time plate?
In a case where an unnecessary
sign misled a motorist to park ‘illegally’ (Grimwood vs. London Borough
of Croydon, 1999) a parking adjudicator (more below) stated, “The Council

“Parking on double yellow lines is not
permitted ‘At any time’ and the sign you refer
to is for the single yellow line”.
Single yellow line, what single yellow line?
plate). The single yellow line is no longer there. Why has the time plate not
been removed?
The Highway Code states, “Yellow
(or red) lines can only give a guide to
the restrictions and controls in force
and signs nearby or at a zone entry,
must be consulted”. This is exactly
what I did. The guide is the line, the
rule is the sign. This is what I was
taught as a driver and as a police
officer.

What do other councils say
about dubyells on their websites?
● Hounslow Council state Yellow
lines are provided where there is a
need to restrict parking to help alleviate traffic flow and to prevent obstructions on the highway.
There are only two types used:
Double lines usually to mark lengths of
road where there is no waiting at any
time. However there are exceptions to
this and supplementary plates fixed
to lighting columns or posts will tell

for by a levy on each penalty charge
notice issued, usually around 60p. I
cannot concur as I have read a few
of their decisions which seem scrupulously fair, thorough, and impartial.
I respect the adjudicators (with the
exception of one case but that’s for
another time).
I believed that an adjudicator would
find in my favour. If an adjudicator
reasoned the same way as I (that
if the sign is not intended then it
serves no practical purpose and is
misleading to a ‘reasonable man’)
then any motorist in the country can
use the decision to appeal their case.
This would not only close a suspicious source of future revenue for
a Council, but also mean motorists
having received a PCN for parking on
double yellow lines where a time plate
ostensibly gives authority to park and
who have paid the penalty, may rightfully reclaim their money.
In 2005/6, appeals against PCNs,
clamping and removals across
London reached 48,277 resulting in
56% being allowed. For Redbridge,

appeals totalled 471 of which 47%
were allowed. Therefore, it isn’t hopeless providing you have legitimate
and fair grounds for appealing, as I
believe I did. Eventually the council
(or one of its agents) agreed. If you
‘take a chance’ and park illegally, and
then get a PCN, pay up. We all have
a responsibility to park legally. If however, you genuinely believe that you
have received an unfair or improper
PCN, then appeal it. Around half of
those people who appeal – win.
Evidence in hand, polished with
lots of research and traffic law, it was
time to send of my second letter of
appeal, a much weightier proposition
than my first. I was willing to take this
all the way if necessary. Statistics
on my side, I felt I couldn’t lose. The
evidence I had was incontrovertible.
More than this, I also had an indication that perhaps, just perhaps,
Redbridge council themselves were
breaking traffic regulations.
In the winter issue of In Touch – the
result of my appeal, how to appeal,
crazy stories of false ticketing, and the

whys and wherefores of traffic signs
and road markings will appear. Also,
lots of internet links to the appeal
procedure, stories of corruption, sackings, and even the council found
guilty of maladministration over road
markings and signs relating to parking, which were shown not to comply
with legal requirements! Murky!
Mick is a vocalist and sound technician for the Music Group at Sunday
10am Mass.

Fig 3

are under a duty to provide adequate
and clear signage of any restrictions.
In most appeals where this question
arises, the issue is whether the signs
in place were adequate or visible.
This however is a case of ‘oversigning’.” This seemed to fit my case
perfectly.

In place of the Courts
– The Adjudicators.
DPE removed the right to have our
day in court. In its place is the parking adjudication service. The Parking
Adjudicators are appointed under
S73 The Road Traffic Act 1991 and
are lawyers with a minimum of five
years legal standing. In London, you
appeal to the Parking and Traffic
Appeals Service (PTAS or PATAS) and
nationally to the National Parking
Adjudication Service (NPAS).
The Adjudicators form a statutory
tribunal, which is independent of the
local authorities, but one writer claims
that they are on the side of the council
probably because the service is paid
IN TOUCH 2007 ISSUE 3
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Part Two

My Himalayan
Journal by James Howes
knackered and stupidly thought it’d
be a good idea to go down to Namche
Bazar village, forgetting that we’d
have to struggle back up. Foolish
indeed, but I did find a cyber café to
send some e-mails which made it all
worthwhile. Then straight to bed for a
6:00am start tomorrow that takes us
onwards and upwards!

Day 6 25.02.2007
Day 5 24.02.2007
As I said in the first part of my story,
most people spend a couple of days
resting at Namche Bazaar in order
to acclimatise. We had just the one
day and after climbing further up
the mountain before breakfast, all
but two of our group packed our
day bags (and pockets) and went
off on the days trek to Everest View
Hotel the highest hotel in the world
(3,800ish metres) and popular all
over the world for its majestic location
and panoramic view of Mt. Everest. It
started off fine, snowy but flat, then
the hill. Steep is an understatement.
I used my hands just as much as my
feet to climb 300metres. But it was
well worth it. Facing a view of Everest
summit that seemed close enough to
reach we had our packed lunch, and
then ordered chips and coke. It was
all quite surreal.
After lunch we started the descent
back down to camp. It was good
going at first, as it was just metre
thick snow, lots of fun. But the further down we got the slushier it got.
The slush and then mud and yak
droppings became tiresome and very
slippy, and yes, I did slip on my hindquarters (note the polite version) in
a particularly nasty bit. One of the
Sherpas showed me how to clean
myself up with snow.
Eventually we got back to camp,
10

I dreamed for the first time about
being left behind. The panic that
wakened me up several times during
the night was soon calmed by that
awesome view. My boots needed
defrosting before we moved off for an
easy morning on flat ground descending to the river. It started to snow and
it didn’t stop. On the upward climb of
500 metres to Tengboche we stopped
first at the fantastic Buddhist monastery that the people of the world rush
to come and see. It is encircled by
snow-covered mountains, open pastures and great forests. Deer abound
and the fresh, almost tangible, peacefulness with flowing rivers swirling
gently by makes one want to stop

there forever.
Removing our footwear we entered
the monastery. Wow! We witnessed
their prayer rituals with the abbot,
Tengboche Rinpoche, the name
he was given when he returned to
Tengboche in 1956 after years of
study with the great masters in Tibet.
He is said to be the incarnation of
Lama Gulu who founded this extraordinarily sacred monastery in 1916.
Tengboche Rinpoche was born to a
Sherpa family from Namche Bazaar
in 1935, on the same day as the
Dalai Lama was born. As a very young
child he knew everything about the
monastery even though he had never
been there. He proved he was the
incarnation of Lama Gulu by picking out from many items brought to
him by the monks only those that
the monks knew were the personal
belongings of Lama Gulu.
Soon it became very cold; even my
camera froze and ceased to function.
The snow was now 3-4 foot deep. It
is very, very cold. After dinner it was
time for a very serious briefing. Due
to the extreme and unexpected conditions we didn’t know until the morn-

ing if we could go on, turning back
would be a great disappointment.
I was not the only one that had to
decide now whether or not I could
go on. My ego said yes and I truly
believed my fitness was up to it. With
that belief, I told myself, I could make
it there and back. Sleep came eventually under many layers, my feet still
in my boots, which were covered with
bags to keep out the bitter cold.

Day 7 26.02.2007
After a broken night’s sleep in minus
15 degrees, morning and clear skies
were welcome, but oh how very cold
it was. The decision had been taken
that we could trek on but here one of
our group decided to go no further.
We all sympathised with her decision
as each of us had questioned our
own ability to continue.
We trekked for 4 easy going hours
then lunch. A further 2 hours uphill,
was gorgeous views and my camera is working again. We arrived in
good fettle at the camp in Pheriche.
At 14600 feet (approximately 4600
metres) Pheriche Hospital is one of
only two aid posts owned and run by
the Himalayan Rescue Association
(HRA) of Nepal. Pheriche is situated
IN TOUCH 2007 ISSUE 3

at a critical location just two days
from Mt Everest’s Base Camp and on
a popular trekking route where altitude sickness begins to bite. Walking
into the village I found a snooker
table. I can now say that I have lost
a game and won a game on the
highest snooker table in the world.
Tomorrow is to be a welcome rest day
but first I needed sleep. The temperature dropped again to -15 degrees or
lower.

Day 8 27.02.2007
Exhausted and freezing cold, the

temperature dropped to minus 20. I
wanted to stay in the warm cocoon
of my bed but I could battle no longer with a bursting bladder that had
been knocking my hat off for about
6 hours. I had even dreamt about
going to the toilet, a dangerous game!
When the faithful Sherpa arrived with
his kettle of tea I used that excuse to
run to the toilet.
After breakfast, rice pudding
instead of porridge and egg on toast,
there was the option of a leisurely
walk to some Buddhist monuments
with spectacular views. It was an
easy stroll and I took some good
pictures. Then idiocy set in. We had
been told that tomorrow is going to
be our hardest day. As in Namche
Bazaar when we had the chance to
rest and recuperate, somebody suggested going higher, to the peak of
the mountain that stood in front of us,
I’m not sure of its name. This meant
ascending 800 metres from camp,
taking us to 5,000 metres. It was
tough! The gradient was about 60
degrees and the oxygen fell to about
55% of that at sea level. It was pretty
much a straight line up. Soon we had
to rest every 5 minutes and we were
going at it for around 2 hours. It was
completely unplanned; the only food
11

we had was chocolate or cereal bars
and around 2 litres of water.
At 200 metres from the peak, the
wind picked up and the clouds started to roll in, the food was gone and
the water was low. We decided it was
time to turn around and descend.
We’d managed to ascend 600
metres from camp, reaching a height
of around 4,800 metres. Only 9 of
us; were foolish enough to attempt
this. By the time we got down, we had
missed lunch and were tired beyond
belief. I crawled into my tent and lay
down until I heard the excited cries of
my fellow foolish adventurers. Food
had been sorted out for us, food that
had never tasted so well. After a kip
that lasted until dinner, pizza and
apple pie made from scratch; these
Sherpas never cease to amaze me.
Then bed, for tomorrow was to be our
hardest day.

Day 9 28.02.2007
Morning came with frozen boots and
ice on my sleeping-bag yet again. My
Tai Chi exercises were surprisingly
difficult at this altitude. Off we set on
the hardest day of the trek. I spent
the day looking at my feet taking care
where I put them down. From time to
time I looked up to see some more
amazing views and flocks of Alpine
Chuffs, a little black bird with a lacquered yellow bill and red feet.
We called in at the memorial
ground for people who have perished
attempting the Everest climb. The
tombstones bore some amazing stories. There was little time to ponder
before the final push to the teahouse
where we stayed as the ground was
too frozen to pitch tents.
We are now at Lobuche, one of the
popular peaks that trekkers climb in
Nepal, 6,119 metres. But for us, all
we needed was dinner and sleep.
It has indeed been a hard day that
caused three more of our numbers to
head back down to lower altitudes.

Day10 01.03.2007
Today’s destination is Gorak Shep
the highest village on the Everest
Trek, at 17,000 feet, the last village
12

on the way to base camp. The snowcovered Pumori rises in the distance
at 16,900 feet. The village consists
of one building and sits at the base of
Kala Pattar, an 18,208-foot mountain
that looks like a dirt hill compared to
the mammoth mountains all around
it. The walk was freezing, desolate
and tough, although only 3 hours.
One of our numbers aged 62 fell
and cut his head. The Doc stitched
the wound in the teahouse where we
have spent all day reading, playing
cards and keeping warm. The ground
is still too frozen to pitch tents.
The evening briefing brought sad
news; we will not be going to Base
Camp. Due to the really bad weather conditions it doesn’t exist at the
moment. Hopefully if we get some
sun, a group of us will be summiting
Kala Pathar, which is higher than
Base Camp would be and gives amazing views of Everest.
I retire with hopes for good weather
tomorrow because, come what may,
tomorrow we start to descend.

chocolate and Matt gives me some
Lucozade gel. Still it’s getting very
hard, the snow is very soft and every
step forward slides back half a step.
I’ve slipped to the back now and
am really struggling. The doctor is giving words of encouragement behind
me, but they’re falling on deaf ears.
I’ve got 100m to go. I am so close
to stopping and waiting until people
start to head back down. The view of
Everest’s summit can’t be that much
better up there than it already is from
here. The doctor mentions that there
is a good rest point further up. I make
it there and rest. 5 minutes go by
and the doctor says, “Have you got
another 50 metres in you?”
I hear myself say “Yes” and forced
the last few drops of energy out,
sufficient to set off. I start to count
the metres down in tens. 40,30,20.
Before I know it I’m there, the summit of Mount Kala Pathar, Everest.
(5,632m high). I can’t believe it, tears
roll down my face. I try to hide them
behind my sunglasses. I take pictures on my disposable camera and
then just sit and stare at the view.
Day11 02.03.2007
More tears roll down my face. I can’t
No expeditions could go to Base believe what I’ve achieved. Suddenly
Camp the weather had been too it’s time to descend to Lobuche. By
bad. However, now the sun is shin- the time I arrived I was so tired, I just
ing, Kala Pathar is on. The main ate dinner and slept.
reason for summitting Kala Patthar
The next five days were spent
is that it provides the most acces- descending, celebrating, sightseeing,
sible point to view Mt. Everest from and getting tipsy on the aptly named
base camp to peak (due to the struc- Everest beer. But the descent was not
ture of Everest, the peak cannot be as easy as it sounds. It included the
seen from the base). The views of longest day walking of the whole trek,
Everest from almost anywhere on ten hours. The group became scatKala Patthar are spectacular. After
breakfast we assembled for a group
photo. I checked my camera and
found all my photos have been lost.
It was 100m to the shoulder of Kala
Pathar. The wind picked up and the
summit seemed unlikely. Yet another
of our group became very ill and had
to be taken back down. Suddenly the
wind died down; we were on for the
summit, another 400m up. It doesn’t
sound much but part way up, another
companion had to be taken down.
We head up further and turn a bend
towards the steepest part. From now
on it becomes very difficult I really
start to suffer. Nick gives me some

tered at times and on one occasion
I had to climb a tree to avoid attack
from an angry Yak. One of our numbers had to be taken by helicopter
to hospital in Kathmandu. It was the
delaying of the helicopter that brought
home to me in a rather sad way just
how dangerous the trek had been. It
was delayed to pick up 3 French trekkers who’d been incapacitated along
with the dead bodies of an Indian
and a German who had died on the
mountain. Apparently the German
had been on his honeymoon.
When we got back to Kathmandu
I had the longest shower I have ever
taken. Looking at myself in the mirror
my face was blistered from the sun
and wind, I had a beard and looked
a sight. For a moment I thought I
should shave. But no, I kept the beard
to scare the family back home and I
carefully folded away the certificate
awarded me by Doug Scott, the first
British person to reach the summit of
Everest. But no memorabilia will ever
replace the memories and the euphoria of being only one of 17 out of 37
that reached the summit of Everest
Kala Pathar. Because of this I feel
proud, no matter how bad I may look.
I would love to stay here in this wonderful ‘other world’. I’ll be back but
first I have to circle the globe. I have
seen how the Sherpas live; I have
seen the poverty here now I must see
how other people live in other parts of
this multifarious world.
James’ original journal is available
on www.myspace.com/jameshowes
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Tolerance art exhibition
for Kids Konnect

T

he exhibition will be held
this year on the 9th, 10th
and 11th November, as
usual in the cloister and Becket
Centre.
There will be approximately 200
works of art exhibited from amateurs and professionals and a continuous slide show of
the work done by Kids
Konnect.
A special feature will
be a selection of originals and prints by the
world-renowned painter, print - maker and
ceramicist Bahram
Alivandi.
Alivandi has gifted some works
to
Tolerance
International-UK to
benefit UK school children. TI-UK has shared
the gift with us. Half of
the proceeds for these unique works
will go to Kids Konnect, and half will
go to the embracing tolerance educational programme designed to help
children appreciate diversity and to
contest extremism and bullying.
Alivandi was born in 1928 into a
well - to - do Iranian family and studied at the Academy for Arts in Tehran.
He graduated with high honours, then
spent 20 years as a Professor there,
while building a reputation far beyond
Iranian shores as a great Artist.
In 1959 he became an official
in the Iranian Ministry of Art and
Culture, familiarising himself with the
various forms of ancient Persian art,
such as ceramics, miniatures, weaving and metalwork. His unrivalled
knowledge of the history and culture
of classical Persia serves to influence his intricate patterns from which
emerges a pictorial history of one of
the world’s most ancient cultures that
spans hundreds of years.
Now an Iranian dissident he
refused to take up a post with the
Islamic regime and fled his homeland

after Ayatollah Khomeini became
supreme ruler. Since then he has
lived in the USA and Italy and now
resides with his wife in Vienna. He
has won acclaim in arts festivals and
international competitions, receiving
diplomas and awards from institutes
of arts throughout Europe and the
USA.
We are very privileged to have the
works of this icon of
oriental art to exhibit,
and some to sell at a
much reduced price.
It’s worth turning up
just to see his work.
Many have asked
if Brian Howes will
be exhibiting his very
popular watercolours.
We are delighted to
be able to hang some
of his paintings and
thrilled that Brian has
agreed to make an appearance for
a short period at the exhibition. The
time of his arrival will be announced
later in the parish newsletter. This
will afford Brian’s many friends and
admirers of his work to have a brief
chat with him.
In previous exhibitions many who
have turned up early on the first day
have been disappointed to find a
number of paintings that they would
have purchased already sold. There
are keen bargain hunters who rumage through the paintings before they
are even hung. Whilst these keen art
lovers get in the way of the workers,
the charity does not want to refuse
their money and is only too pleased
to make a sale there and then. The
moral of this tale is then; get there
early. There will be refreshments and
a place to sit and chat all day on all
three days of the exhibition.
Helpers and artists who have not
already contacted Leon please do
so now by calling 020 8559 1617 or
email leon@racionzer.net.
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TIMEGOLD
(JEWELLERS)
Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140

In Touch

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Advertising Manager Walter Poulter
020 8504 5069 or w.poulter@ntlworld.com

FULL PAGE £120
HALF PAGE £60
ONE THIRD PAGE £40
QUARTER PAGE £30
ONE SIXTH PAGE £20
ONE EIGHTH PAGE £15

Please support our Advertisers without them In Touch would not
exist. And please mention In Touch when you contact advertisers
so that they will know that advertising in In Touch is worthwhile
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by Rory Howes

Special Edition
Do you
consider
yourself
brave?

Yes
Yes

S U L A T O T S U
A S O I V E L MU
G A L I E X U Y R
U R S O C P F O F
A P A T N E M I D
MM V A X C L V T
E E M I A T MN L
N S T L C O L L O
T MM F W P I P E
I U O F U A L E V
M T I U R T E D O
P C C M A R V A D
E E U A L O H OM
R S R G I N C E N
I U C L F U R A A
OM T R G M R M T

C
I
I
C
E
E
S
P
T
I
V
E
O
D
A
C

I F I
D R A
WO E
T X E
P M I
P N O
T U O
O R T
G R M
C O R
S U R
K A D
R A C
I O T
E L A
A M G

R
G
G
A
C
G
V
U
S
P
R
A
E
C
G
R

T
N
X
P
N
U
L
S
I
U
I
V
P
R
I
M

E P
I W
O D
E I
A F
C F
U I
X N
O D
S O
A G
A E
V T
E O
U R
O P

Yes

Do you
consider yourself
Clever?

No

Are you
happy to believe
anything?

Yes

No

Luna
Lovegood

Ginny
Weasly

No

Yes

Yes
Neville
Longbottom

Ron
Weasly

Yes
Harry
Potter

Hermoine
Granger

Yes

Are you often
kind to those
around you?

No

Yes

No

Draco
Malfoy

Are you
very loyal?

Do you feel
responsible for
your friends?

No

Do you make
people work for
you?

No

No

Do you Like
the thought of
being powerfull?

Yes

Do you
consider yourself
funny?

Do you often
feel overlooked
or underappreciated?

Do you have
a lot of older
brothers?

Yes

No

Do you
overcome true
feelings for people
you love?

No

Fred
Weasley

Cornelius
Fudge

Lord
Voldemort

Do you
like superiors
bossing you
around?

Dolores
Umbridge

No
No

No

Albus
Dumbledor

Yes

Yes
Kreacher
Severus
Snape

Find out your Harry Potter personality match!

Start at the top... and work down. Answer each question honestly and follow the
corrosponding arrows to finally reveal your personality!

Ron and his younger sister Ginny were fighting. Molly
Weasley was tired of the fighting, and decided to punish
them by making them stand on the same piece of the Daily
Prophet in such a way that they couldn<t touch each other.
Molly slid a newspaper under a door, each sibling standing on each side.
16
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●

GREENMANTLE

●

20 Mornington Road ● Woodford Green ● Essex IG8 0TL

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia
“Living in comfort, dignity and style”
in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional
care by fully qualiﬁed and
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser,
physiotherapist and
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at
all times
• Resident meetings and
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and
annual report

The Home
• An attractive modernised
Edwardian home located within
the Woodford Green
conservation area close to all
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining
room
• Double glazed heated
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and
piano
• Regularly changed library
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association

ars experience
e
y
0
3

Local Plumbing
and Heating
Engineer
NO CALL OUT CHARGES
RAPID RESPONSE
• ALL PLUMBING & HEATING
•ALL GAS WORKS
• CENTRAL HEATING
• BATHROOMS
Special Discount

FOR OAP’S

Contact Ken on...
•07956442523
•020 8529 0592

NO JOB IS TOO

SMALL

57581
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache

Garden Fete
In the last issue of In Touch we
published the hitchhikers guide
to the parish, which was inspired
by Fr Isidore’s appeal for helpers
with the Garden fete. The fete
Telco
At the very well attended Telco meeting in Trinity School Mr David Higgins
the CEO of the Olympic Delivery
Authority was committed to various promises with regard to social
housing, local employment etc. He
congratulated the organisers of the
meeting on their slick management
and precise time keeping. “If only all
the meetings I attend were like this,”
he said. Anybody heading toward
the Stratford slipway on the way to
the Blackwall Tunnel should take a
quick look left and right to where
they will see the masses of apartment blocks being erected on the
edge of the Olympic Village. Among
them is a very large block being
built by East Thames the housing
association responsible for most
new rented accommodation in the
Thames Gateway. For those who
may be interested in the Catholic
impact on East London, this massive
organisation grew out of the East of
London Family Housing Association
which had its humble beginnings in
the early sixties in the presbytery of

St Stephen’s Church Little Ilford Lane,
Manor Park where the late Canon
Vincent Hurley was parish priest. Prior
to acquiring its first offices in Ballam
Street, Plaistow, the association held
all its board meetings in Malvern
Drive in our parish of St Thomas’.
Returning to the TELCO meeting
and to the Trinity School Orchestra, in
the foyer of the school hall a pianist
and flautist from the orchestra played
beautifully but somewhat unnoticed
as people entered and left the meeting. What is the mystery about this
orchestra? Would the conductor
please stand up and give In Touch
some information?

Parish picnic
Last of the summer events; the parish
picnic took place in between showers
but that deterred nobody. The format
was much the same as last year.
Everybody brought their own food
and was liberally served with PIMMS,
cream cakes and tea. The Becket
Centre Social Group did a great job
again and appear to have had considerable capital expenditure in hiring a
very popular inflatable football game

that attracted not a few youthful
Friars as well as a rush of teenagers
and some a little older. But the big
expense, surely, was a new tug-owar rope to replace the one that
broke twice last year. See the rope
in the picture The tug-o-war never
fails to cause endless laughter and
a lot of cheating but that’s what the
parish picnic is all about. Make sure
you don’t miss it next year when,
with a bit of luck, Fr Isidore, who
has taken all the photographs on
the Chronicle pages, may snap you

in a candid shot. He did so of Fr
Provincial Michael Copps seen here
caught sockless with Jessica Burke.
And just in case you may think the
editor targets the unwary you should
know that the photograph of the editor on page 5 was also taken by Fr
Isidore’s candid camera at the parish picnic and published to satisfy a
private wager. In the next issue we
will be able to report whether or not
Fr Isidore paid up.

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net

Rude awakening of the dead
NOEL DUVIN
Dear Editor
Having gone to considerable trouble to construct a suitable ‘nom de
plume’ I am nonplussed by the apparent author of the Hitch Hikers Guide
to the Parish. You have attributed the
article to Paul Duvin rather than Noel
(see page 24 of issue 2 2007).
Although Paul Duvin is a distant
relative he might feel aggrieved for
his name being misused, especially
as he died in July 1916 serving in the
French Army and is buried in the military cemetery at Craonelle.
Short changed
EILEEN BEERLI
Dear Leon,
On Sunday 8th July I unfortunately
missed getting a copy of In Touch as
they had all been sold. Would it not
be possible for you to compile a list of
parishioners who are regular purchasers and reserve a copy for them?
Alternatively would it not be viable to have more copies printed?
Congratulations on the continually
improving
magazine.
My best wishes.
It is certainly good to hear that
there are people who do not get
copies because they are all sold out.
The circulation has already been
increased over the past eighteen
months by a total of 40%. I have
always held back a few copies for
latecomers but have no way of
knowing how many there will be in
any quarter. Perhaps you or another
person could compile the list of
regulars in which case a number
according to the list could be left in
the parish office for collection. I do,
however, anticipate many problems
with such an arrangement.

Tolerance International
On the 7th July, the second anniversary of the London bombings,
a large contingent from the parish
fought their way through the crowds
watching the start of the Tour de
France to the Methodist Central
Hall, Westminster for the launch of
Tolerance International’s Embracing
Tolerance programme. See the special report on page 4

Don’t blame the religion
PETER WALSH
Dear “In Touch”
Editor,
The recently foiled
malicious attempts by Islamic
heretics to kill and
maim our fellow
citizens will fuel
the widely held
view that religion is the major, even the sole cause
of human conflict. The atheist-secularist-humanist caucus thrives on this
delusion. It is their major propaganda
theme. In this they fail to differentiate the religion from those claiming to
follow its doctrines.
A religion attracts followers. Put
crudely it encourages the herd instinct.
Herds or clans tend to seek and
maintain a separate distinct status
oft times raising suspicion as to the
purpose and intentions of the clan.
The Ku Klux Klan’s Grand Wizard, for
example, warned the citizens of the
Deep South that Catholics “serve a
foreign emperor “ - the Pope. Here,
then is a tribal leader identifying
an alien clan. It is not necessary to
labour points of difference; they are
there and are manifest.
Religions have a perennial problem. St Paul was very clear in the
way he dealt with factions in the
early Christian communities. But the
factions soon became heretical communities. Heretical upheavals are
an ever-present feature of religions.
Christianity has, perhaps, more variants than any other religion. The Jews,
to mention only three main bodies,
have Orthodox, Liberal and Reform
subsets .The Muslims have Sunni,
Shi’ite, Ishmaeli, Wahabi, Druce and
many more. The latest faction is now
Political Islam a “Radicalised “, hereti-

MORE READERS LETTERS OVERLEAF
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day (the answer to prayer if you
buy into that sort of God!) in an
otherwise wet summer there was
a very big turn out. The sausages
were less fatty than last year. It is
reported that the committee have found a
new source. There were
no shortage of helpers
on the barbecue stall
and Sue was only too
happy to hand out the less
fatty sausage rolls and
the bottle stall. The bar as
usual was very busy but in
was a great sucspite of advertising for one
cess and some of
nobody has come up with
those hard worka photograph of the marveling helpers, the
lous Trinity School band, who
garden fete committee,
played expertly just outside
are pictured here. On a rare sunny
the bar tent.
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cal variant preached by certain Imams
in some mosques, universities and in
specific units set up to foster the duty
of martyrdom. This radical Islam seeks
to advance a political cause vastly
opposed to Islam’s Qur’anic tenets.
Significant majorities throughout
the world shun religion and are disgusted and often outraged at the
way adherents of a religion quarrel
with their heretical derivatives. History
abundantly supports their criticism of
religion. But is it correct to blame this
on the religion ? I would say not! For
it is the singer that goes wrong, not
the song.
Christ advises, “By their fruits
you shall know them”. [Mat 7:16]
This principle applies to all religions
for they will always be judged by
their practice. The present view of
Islam is gravely distorted by the
recent heretical deviation of Political
Islam fuelled by an evil regime in Iran.
Sadly it is this image that dominates
the worldview of Islam.

Inspired by an earlier letter in
InTouch Eileen Staples takes up the
story of POPE JOAN
Dear Editor,
“Did she, or didn’t she? Could a
German woman of English parentage
pull off one of the greatest deceptions of all time and rise, disguised
as a man, to the pinnacle of the
Catholic Church in the ninth century?
If so, did the Catholic Church then
achieve a remarkable triumph by putting this embarrassing skeleton back
in the cupboard in the post-reformation period? Or is Pope Joan an empty
and malicious legend promoted by
generation after generation of antiCatholics and anti-clerics? Perhaps,
though, the truth is less clear-cut.
Could Pope Joan be a significant myth
or an allegory for some other historical happening?” (Peter Stanford)
On reading a letter from an Anglican
Church Warden in the Christmas
2006 issue of In Touch of a female
Pope in which he asks for reader’s
help in deciding whether or not the
Catholic Church was first to appoint a
female bishop I was transported back
to my first encounter with the Pope
Joan story. It was in 1982 in Caryl

Churchill’s play ‘Top
Girls’.
The first act of
this play consists
of a dinner party
to which a group
of mould breaking women have
been invited. All prove to have
achieved high positions in a man’s
world at the cost of losing a child.
Pope Joan’s gender was revealed,
according to an English Historian,
Georgina Masson, “being carried in
a papal procession” in Rome, whilst
between the Colosseum and the
great cathedral of Saint John Lateran
where the Via dei Santissini Quattro
Coronati begins its steep ascent from
the square to the cathedral on the
Vicus Papissa (street of the woman
pope). It is there that Pope Joan is
alleged to have given birth. She was
executed on the spot along with her
baby and lover.
The usual reaction of the Catholic
Church to Pope Joan has been to
condemn it as a protestant forgery,
accusing followers of Luther, Calvin
and Henry VIII of tampering with
ancient manuscripts and entering fic-

On the road to Hell by Noel Duvin
The great holiday season is upon us and by the time you read this it will be
over. For some a relaxing and pleasant time but for others ……..
The journey in prospect was about 850 miles by road so the choice of
music was perhaps appropriate. Chris Rea belted out from the radio. The
motorways in France beckoned and the UK weather was not something I
would miss. But as the relentless miles of tarmac pass beneath you, you get
the opportunity to contemplate a little.
The French sun beat down and the temperature soared. Endless blue sky
became monochrome and monotonous. Whilst I savoured the delights of a
pastis in the shade others were finding the drought a serious problem.
A little village in Italy was suffering in the dry heat and it seemed that crops
would be lost. The local priest organised a novena to pray for rain. The congregation duly prayed invoking the assistance of St Antony of Padua and St
Isidore of Seville. And rain duly arrived to the delight of all, but some sceptics
in the village believed the priest had consulted the long-range weather forecast prior to planning his novena.
There will always be some cynics about but whilst I rejoiced in their parish
success I started to wonder about St Isidore, as this was a saint I knew little
about and I don’t think there are many who could relate a potted history of
his life. But why had he become so popular in the UK in recent months. We
have heard about and experienced heavy rain, extreme weather warnings
and floods. More than a few people must have prayed for his intercession.
But then it all became clear.
Our God rains! Oh dear I’m on that road again!
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titious references to a female Pope in
order to denigrate the papacy. There
are approximately 500 references to
a female Pope from the ninth century
onwards.
To this day in the Vatican Museum
in the Mask Room there is a chair with
a keyhole shaped section of the seat
removed. This is the sedia stercoraria
(the pierced chair) on which Popes
sat and had their masculinity tested
by a cardinal’s touch. The author
Peter Stanford, whilst researching
his book on Pope Joan, visited this
room “… huge commode-like chair in
aubergine marble which sits in the
window recess. It carries no explanatory note … The angle of the back
was more like a deck-chair. But the
keyhole shape, I noticed as I brought
my spine vertical, was in precisely the
right place for the test.”
I recommend Peter Stanford’s book
‘The She Pope’ for those wishing to
learn more about the female Pope.

Anglican to the writer of the original
letter last year I feel there remains
considerable doubt as to whether we
Anglicans are the first to appoint a
female bishop. I don’t know Eileen,
but I suspect that decorum prevents
her relating the solemn words spoken by the examining cardinal as he
appears from beneath the aubergine
throne, “Testiculos habet et bene
pedentes” - perhaps the editor, or a
priest aged over 40 can translate, but
in these modern times, with the Latin
Mass becoming more available, you
may be well advised to brush up on
your Latin anyway! The reactions of
generations of male Holy Fathers, as
they underwent this indignity has not
been recorded.
‘At least one artist has depicted
Pope Joan or La Papess as the antichrist riding a hydra - a message that
no-one likes to be fooled, especially
the college of cardinals!’
It’s always fascinating to pick apart

A response to Eileen’s letter from
an Anglican Latin scholar, Curiosus
Sarcalogos.
I was shown Eileen Staples response
prior to publication. As a fellow

ONE WORLD WEEK 2007, OCTOBER 20th –27th
Theme All Together Now, an interfaith perspective on climate change
Events Day October 20th, United Free Church
Service October 21st, Derby Rd. Methodist Church Concert with the Crofton
Singers: October 25th, Derby Rd. More information to follow nearer the time

A LETTER FROM A SENIOR CITIZEN TO A FRIEND
Submitted by Yvonne Poulter

D
Glenn Hourigan

on leaving St Anthony’s School
I am moving on
To a new school
I can’t wait
It’s going to be cool.
I’m getting older now
Have to be good
Have to be responsible
And I know I should.
Bye bye to the teachers
Bye to the hall
I have to wash more
And I’m going to grow tall.

id you know that we old folks
are worth a fortune? We have
silver in our hair, gold in our
teeth, stones in our kidneys, lead in
our feet and gas in our stomachs!
I have become older since I saw
you last, and a few changes have
come into my life. Frankly I have
become a frivolous old woman!! I am
seeing six gentlemen every day!
As soon as I wake up Will Power
helps me out of bed, then I go to see
Jimmy Riddle and then it is time for
breakfast with Mr Kellog, followed
closely by the refreshing company of
Mr Tetley or my other friend who I only
know by his initials – PG!
Then comes someone I don’t like
at all - Arthur Itis – he knows he is
not welcome, but he insists on being
here, and what is more, he stays for
the rest of the day. Even then he
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does not like to stay in one place, so
he takes me from joint to joint. After
such a hectic day I am glad to get to
bed (and with Johnny Walker too!!),
what a hectic life. Oh yes, I am flirting
also with Al Zheimer!
The vicar came to call the other day
and said that at my age I should be
thinking of the hereafter. So I told him
I do all the time. For no matter where I
am, the bedroom, the kitchen, the sitting-room or the garden, I ask myself,
‘Now what am I here after?’
Well I’ll close now and I hope that
Will Power is your constant companion too, but do make sure that his
jealous friend Emma Royd does not
creep up on you from behind!!! And
watch out for the crafty one – Gerry
Atric!
With all my love from eerr, sorry, I’ve
forgotten.

our shared history, but not to take it
all too seriously!
A correction
JOAN HAYES
Dear Editor,
A belated thank you for a very interesting In Touch especially the article
about scouting in the parish. I would
like to thank all the leaders and helpers who do so much for our scout and
guide groups.
In the photograph of cub scouts
and leaders on page 30 the Assistant
Cub Leaders are, from left to right,
Richard Bonnor, Nigel Bloggs and
Michael Hayes. The photo would have
been taken in the late seventies,
not sixties, as in the late sixties they
would have only just been old enough
to join the scouts!
WHO IS IT COMPETITION
Nobody recognised the long haired boy
in the last issue as Frank Fitzpatrick.

I like to do quizzes to keep
me alert
My brain scrambles the an
swer;
they’re no longer a cert
The grey matter up there
says
what’s right and what’s wr
ong
I have no computer to he
lp me
along
Sometimes the answers
have
taken so long
I’ve forgotten the questio
n, do you
think something’s wrong?
I can see irritations and
expressions of pain
When I ask folk around me
to say
it again
Exhausted by evening I cli
mb into
bed
Can’t sleep a wink ‘cos the
blooming answers
Pop into my head!!
May Harris Woodford Bridg
e.

First published in Full Ho
use the
magazine for residents of
Housing 21
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By Jo King

Language the great divide
MEDICAL TERMS

The doctor looked at my ARTERY
– he looked at my paintings
…so, he did a CATSCAN – he
searched for our kitten
Now for no prize at all send in
your sentences to the editor made
from the following terms
BACTERIA Back door to a cafeteria
BARIUM What Liverpool
undertakers do.
BENIGN What you will be after you
be eight
CAESARIAN SECTION A
neighbourhood in Rome
FESTER The reason Scottish
athletes win races
CAUTERISE Made eye contact with
her
COLIC A sheep dog
COMA A punctuation mark
DILATE To live long
ENEMA Not a friend
FESTER Scottish for quicker than
someone else
FIBULA Kids talk for small lie.
IMPOTENT Distinguished, well
known
LABOUR PAIN Getting hurt at work
MEDICAL STAFF A Doctor’s cane
MORBID A higher offer
NITRATES Cheaper than day rates
NODE I knew it
OUTPATIENT A person who has
fainted
PELVIS Second cousin to Elvis
POST OPERATIVE A letter carrier
RECOVERY ROOM Place to do
upholstery
RECTUM I nearly killed him
SECRETION Hiding something
SEIZURE Roman Emperor
TABLET A small table
TERMINAL ILLNESS : Getting sick
at the airport
TUMOUR One, plus one more
URINE Opposite to you’re out.
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Their children’s understanding often
catches out parents and teachers.
The old adage, never perform in public with children or animals is to be
respected.
● A 3-year-old hearing the Lord’s
Prayer : “Our Father, Who does art in
heaven, Harold is His name Amen.”
● After the christening of his baby
brother in church, Jason sobbed all
the way home in the back seat of
the car. His father asked him three
times what was wrong. Finally, the boy
replied, “That preacher said he wanted us brought up in a Christian home,
and I wanted to stay with you guys.”
● One particular four-year-old prayed,
“And forgive us our trash baskets as
we forgive those who put trash in our
baskets.”
● A Sunday school teacher asked
her children as they were on the
way to church service, “And why is
Often it’s all in the reading ▼

TOILET OUT OF ORDER
PLEASE USE FLOOR BELOW

I

n 1966 a Soviet official arrived
at the border town of Berwick
upon Tweed, an unlikely place
to arrive in order to sign a peace
treaty. However, after the signing the Mayor said “Please tell
the Russian people that they can
sleep peacefully in
their beds.”
Ever since 1853,
so it is said, the
Russian people had
been shivering in
their boots in fear
of attack from the
marauding people of
Berwick.
Since Berwick had
changed hands several times between
Scotland and England, it was traditionally regarded as a special, separate entity, and some proclamations
referred to “England, Scotland and
the town of Berwick-upon-Tweed”.
One such was the declaration of the
Crimean War against Russia in 1853,

whichQueen Victoria supposedly
signed as “Victoria, Queen of Great
Britain, Ireland, Berwick-upon-Tweed
and all British Dominions”. However,
when the Treaty of Paris (1856) was
signed to conclude the war, “Berwickupon-Tweed” was left
out. This meant that,
supposedly, one of
Britain’s smallest
towns was officially
at war with one of
the world’s mightiest powers– and the
conflict extended by
the lack of a peace
treaty for over a century until the 1966
treaty which put an
end to it. Or did it?
Some have noted
that the Mayor did not have any
authority with regard to foreign relations, and thus may have exceeded
his powers in concluding a peace
treaty. Therefore, Russia beware.
Keen historians in the parish may
wish to authenticate the truth of this

story and while they are at it find out
whether Germans passing through
Monmouthshire on their way to Wales
should or should not keep their heads
down for fear of being shot since
Monmouthshire seems to have been
excluded from the peace treaty with
Germany in 1945. Can we ever trust
those legal documents?

A ❤ STORY
I will seek and find you
I shall take you to bed and have
my way with you
I will make you ache, shake and
sweat until you moan and groan,
I will make you beg for mercy, beg
for me to stop.
I will exhaust you to the point
that you will be relieved when I’m
finished with you.
And, when I am finished, you will
be weak for days.
All my love,

The flu
The flu
Winter is on the way, get your mind
out of the gutter and go and get
your flu jab!

AFTER TEA BREAK,
STAFF SHOULD EMPTY
THE TEAPOT AND STAND
UPSIDE DOWN ON THE
DRAINING BOARD

In a Laundromat ▼
AUTOMATIC
WASHING
MACHINES. PLEASE
REMOVE ALL YOUR
CLOTHING WHEN
THE LIGHT GOES
OUT

Russia at war with who?

BEN GRAND

HUMOUR

it necessary to be quiet in church?”
One bright little girl replied, “Because
people are sleeping.”
● A mother was preparing pancakes
for her sons, Kevin 5, and Ryan 3
The boys began to argue over who
would get the first pancake. Their
mother saw the opportunity for a
moral lesson. “If Jesus were sitting
here, He would say, ‘Let my brother
have the first pancake, I can wait.’
Kevin turned to his younger brother
and said,“Ryan, you be Jesus!”
● A father was at the beach with his
children when the four-year-old son
ran up to him, grabbed his hand, and
led him to the shore where a seagull
lay dead in the sand. “Daddy, what
happened to him?” the son asked.
“He died and went to Heaven,” the
Dad replied. The boy thought a
moment and then said, “Did God
throw him back down?”
● A wife invited some people to
dinner. At the table, she turned to
their six-year-old daughter and said,
“Would you like to say the blessing?”
“I wouldn’t know what to say,” the
girl replied. “Just say what you hear
Mommy say,” the wife answered. The
daughter bowed her head and said,
“Lord, why on earth did I invite all
these people to dinner?”

In an office ▲

If you cannot
read, this
leaflet will tell
you how to get
lessons
On a leaflet ▲

Closed due to illness
Notice in Health Shop window ▲

Notice in a
farmer’s field ▼

THE FARMER
ALLOWS WALKERS
TO CROSS THE
FIELD FOR FREE,
BUT THE BULL
CHARGES.

On a repair shop door ▼

WE REPAIR ANYTHING.

Please knock hard on the door - the bell doesn’t work
IN TOUCH 2007 ISSUE 3
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Eggs, they’re no yolk
Smoked salmon scrambled
Eggs Serves 2
4 large eggs
125g smoked salmon trimmings
4 tbsp single cream
10g butter
Salt and freshly milled black pepper

1 Chop salmon fairly small – place
in a bowl, pour in cream – stir cover
and leave 30 minutes.
2 Break eggs into a bowl, beat them
lightly with a fork and season.
3 Melt butter in a small saucepan
over a gentle heat, swirl butter round
edges of pan and add eggs.
4 Increase heat slightly and stir eggs
continuously for about a minute until
eggs begin to solidify – add salmon
and cream and keep stirring until
almost all the liquid has gone – 2-3
minutes.
5 Remove from the heat and
continue to stir until the eggs
become a soft creamy mass.
6 Taste to check seasoning and
serve immediately with fresh
wholemeal toast.

Sweet Crepe Batter
125g plain, wholemeal or buckwheat
flour
Pinch salt
50g caster sugar
2 eggs
250ml milk
25g butter melted
1½tsp vanilla essence

Savoury Batter
Omit vanilla/sugar
Little extra salt
Replace milk with pale ale if wish
Makes 500ml – enough for 16—20
small pancakes (about 15cm
diameter)

1 Sift the dry ingredients into a
mixing bowl and make a well in the
centre. Add the eggs and half the
liquid.
2 Gradually mix in the flour to make
a smooth, thick batter. Stir in the
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remaining liquid, melted butter
and any flavourings. Beat for 2 – 3
minutes.
3 Pour into a jug and use as
required.
NB. If using a blender or food
processor, place all ingredients
except half the flour in the goblet
and blend for 30 seconds.
Add the remaining flour and blend
for a further 30 seconds.
Left over batter can be stored in a
covered container in the refrigerator
for up to 3 days
If a batter is made several hours
before required it will thicken and
should be thinned down with more
liquid – water will d
1 To Cook – very lightly grease an
omelette pan or heavy-based frying
pan with butter and place over a
over a high heat until really hot.
2 Pour in just enough batter to cover
the base very thinly tilting the pan to
ensure it is evenly distributed.
3 When the edges are tinged golden
brown and bubbles appear on the
surface, toss or turn with a palette
4 knife and cook the other side
until golden brown. The side that is
cooked first will have a lacy golden
5 brown pattern and should become
the outside when the pancake is
rolled or folded.
6 Turn onto a warmed heatproof
plate, cover and place in a
preheated cool oven, 150c,Gas
Mk2, or over a pan of hot water
to keep hot while cooking the
remaining batter.
Filling ideas
Fresh fruit and yoghurt or crème fraiche
Stewed apple with raisins and
cinnamon
Banana, ice cream and chocolate
sauce
Maple syrup
Citrus – grated rind of a lemon, lime
or ½ orange in mixture, serve with juice
from fruit and sugar

Smoked haddock, chopped hardboiled
egg in soured cream or white sauce
Ratatouille
Cooked spinach, pine nuts and feta
cheese

Vegetable Frittata serves 6-8
1 tbsp olive oil
Knob of butter
6 organic eggs
Fresh herbs – parsley – thyme
1 medium onion
110g frozen petit pois or fresh peas
– blanched
Small red chilli – de-seeded & finely
chopped
75g Cheshire or goat’s cheese
Seasoning
Frying pan

Other suitable ingredient ideas

Cooked broccoli, Cherry tomatoes,
Cooked potatoes, Pancetta or bacon,
Courgettes

1 Pre-heat grill
2 Heat oil, sauté onion until soft
– not coloured
3 Beat eggs together – season, Heat
butter in frying pan, when sizzling
add egg mixture – tilting pan and
drawing egg mixture into centre
– turn down heat, add peas, chilli,
cheese and herbs. Mixture should
be ½ liquid and ½ set at this stage.
4 Place under grill 4-5 minutes until
set.
5 Turn onto a large plate and eat
warm or cold – cut into wedges and
served with salad and crusty bread.
Ideal for a picnic, lunch box or part of
a cold buffet;

Brioche bread and butter
pudding Serves 4
8-10 slices Brioche – could use white
bread with crusts removed
50g butter softened
50g sultanas
50g raisins
2 tbsp marmalade
50g caster sugar
3 eggs
300ml single cream
300ml milk
Fresh nutmeg

1.2 litre ovenproof dish – buttered

sugar and continue to whisk until
they form peaks.

1 Spread the brioche or bread with
the butter. Spread ½ the slices with
marmalade, place these slices in
base of dish.

6 Fold 1/3 of whites into chocolate
mixture, then fold the rest in gently
until well blended, making sure you
get right to the bottom of the bowl.

2 Sprinkle with the fruit and half the
sugar, cover with remaining brioche
or bread which if necessary has
been cut in half to fit the dish and
look neat.

7 Transfer the mixture to a jug and
pour into the serving dishes or cups.

3 Beat the eggs, cream and milk
together and strain over the pudding.
Sprinkle over the remaining sugar
and grated nutmeg to taste and
leave for 30 minutes.
4 Bake in preheated oven 106o,
mk3 for 50—60 minutes, until top is
golden.
Serve with custard or cream.

Chocolate pots
150g luxury Belgian Continental dark
chocolate
25g butter – softened
6 level tbsp caster sugar
4 eggs – separated
4 tbsp double cream
Pinch salt
Chocolate for decoration
8 ramekins or espresso cups

8 Refrigerate for 2-3 hours before
serving.
9 Decorate with chocolate shavings.
Variations
Orange pots – basic recipe as above
but omit cream and substitute with
Cointreau and rind of an orange,
added after beating the chocolate
– decorate with orange zest.
Mint chocolate pot – basic recipe
but add 1 tsp peppermint flavouring
after beating the chocolate and
before adding the cream, decorate
with a mint leaf.
Almond chocolate pot – basic recipe,
omit the cream and substitute with

Mary Knights

FOOD PAGES
Please send in any recipes of
your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP or
recipes@myintouch.co.uk
Amaretto liqueur after beating
the chocolate, decorate with toasted
flaked almonds.
For other egg recipes – Mayonnaise,
Pavlova and Eton Mess Refer to
issue 2 of In Touch

GENERAL EGG INFORMATION
1. There is no difference nutritionally in brown and white eggs. The colour
is determined by the breed of hen that laid it.

1 Break chocolate into pieces, put
in a heatproof bowl and place over
a pan of simmering water – don’t let
the base of the bowl touch the water.

2. SIZE: Having gone through a couple of decades of numbering eggs,
we are now back to size descriptions which are as follows; very large,
large, medium and small. Most recipes use large eggs unless otherwise
stated.

2 Once the chocolate has started
to melt add the butter and stir,
removing it from the heat before all
the chocolate has melted, continue
to stir off the heat, once it has all
melted leave it aside to cool.

3. The eggs now available on a large scale commercially are as follows
a) Free range means the hens have continuous daytime access to openair runs that contain vegetation;
b) Barn or perchery means the hens are enclosed but have floor space
covered in straw and other materials:
c) organic eggs are produced in the same way as free range but in
this case, the hens habitat is land that has been certified as free from
herbicides and pesticides ( as is the land on which their feed has been
grown
d) The remaining eggs are all produced in battery units.

3 In another bowl whisk 5 tbsp of
the sugar with the egg yolks until
pale. With a wooden spoon beat
in the cooled chocolate until it is
thoroughly blended – the mixture will
thicken at this stage.
4 In a small bowl whip the double
cream until thick and fold into the
chocolate mixture.
5 In a separate clean bowl whisk
the egg whites with a pinch of salt
- using an electric mixer if possible –
until they are stiff, add the remaining
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4. Simple guidelines of uses and freshness:
•For poaching and frying always use eggs as fresh as you possibly can
•For separating egg yolks from whites, use eggs that are as fresh as
possible, though up to a week is fine.
•For peeled hard boiled eggs and omelettes, the fresher the egg the
better but up to two weeks is fine.
•For baked dishes such as quiches or for home baking eggs more than
two weeks old can be used.
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Words,Words,Words

From the horse’s mouth

ADRIAN WHITEHALL

by Coleen Carlile
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I’m not going to beat
about the bush here
– summer holidays
are not all they’re
cracked up to be.
There – I’ve said it! In
fact, I’m going to go
the whole hog and say they really get
my goat. It’s usually raining cats and
dogs instead of the promised dog
days, and in the ‘spacious’ apartment
there is no room to swing a cat. We all
embark on a wild goose chase to find
the sea, which is described as ‘minutes away’ but that actually means as
the crow flies, and a supersonic crow
at that! I don’t want to pigeon hole all
holidays as disastrous, but I seem to
get the lion’s share.
Yes, I know I’m still milking the animal sayings, but I make no apology
since they provide such rich pickings.
Unfortunately, two rogue elephants
snuck in at the beginning so I’d better
deal with those first. ‘Beating about
the bush’ (approaching a subject in
a roundabout manner) comes from
the practice of beating the undergrowth with sticks in order to flush
out game birds for the hunters to
shoot. I have to admit I can’t find the
source for ‘all they’re cracked up to
be’ but I will make an educated guess
and say it may refer to cracking an
egg, only to find it isn’t fresh. If you
know otherwise, I’d love to know, but
as Mary Knights is concentrating on
eggs in the recipe section this issue,
I’m poaching the idea. It’s no yolk, I
can promise you!
There are a number of theories
about the origin of ‘to go the whole
hog’ but the most likely is from nineteenth century America. Butchers in
Virginia challenged their customers
to ‘go the whole hog’ ie buy the whole
pig rather than parts of it. ‘To get
someone’s goat’ is to irritate or annoy
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someone. Its origin is from the early
twentieth century America. Goats
were often used as stable mates for
highly strung race horses since they
were thought to have a calming influence on them. Rival horse owners
knew the best way to unnerve and irritate the horse was to steal the goat,
thus ensuring a bad performance in
the race.
There are many theories about ‘raining cats and dogs’ but the Elizabethan
explanation is the most inventive. The
drainage system was nonexistent at
that time, so when the rain came in
earnest, the water flooded down the
streets, taking everything in its path,
including cats
and dogs who
were minding
their own business, sleeping
on the roadside. People
thought they
had come down
with the rain,
thus prompting
the saying. Dog
days (hot, sultry days) allegedly last from
the beginning
of July until the middle of August
though, remembering this year’s
weather, it is difficult to believe! The
Romans believed that the dog star
Sirius, which rose with the sun at this
time, gave off a heat which made it
the hottest time of the year.
I always assumed that a cat was
being swung round a room by its tail
to illustrate cramped conditions, but
the saying stems from the sixteenth
century when cats were placed in
sacks which were then strung up
as a moving target for archery.
Shakespeare mentions it in Much Ado

about Nothing. ‘A wild goose chase’
features in another Shakespeare play
– Romeo and Juliet. Geese have nothing to do with it, but horses do. (This
is coming from the horse’s mouth,
remember). It started with a horse
race. The winner then led the others,
who followed at intervals, over a very
unpredictable course. It was said to
imitate the flight of wild geese and
resulted in no clear winner.
‘As the crow flies’ is pretty obvious so I won’t pursue that point but
‘pigeon-hole’ is more obscure. It has
two meanings – to classify information or to put a matter to one side,
intending to come back to it at some
later point. Before pigeons were kept
for the purpose of racing, they were
stored in little compartments for their
meat. By 1789, the boxes used to
store files in offices had come to be
known as pigeonholes and, subsequently, the phrase was used as a
verb.
‘The lion’s share’, the bigger part,
derives from one of Aesop’s fables,
where a lion
and
three
other animals
kill a stag. Just
as they are
about to divide
the spoils, the
lion decrees
that he should
have
the
first portion
because of
his kingship
over them; the
second share
because he is
the strongest, and the third because
he is the most courageous. None of
the others dare question the logic of
his argument, for obvious reasons!
So now we come full circle – the origin of ‘from the horse’s mouth’, which
means from good authority. This was
racing slang, alluding to the fact that a
dealer may try to pull the wool (sorry!)
over a buyer’s eyes by pretending a
horse was younger than its years, but
by inspecting the horse’s teeth its
true age was soon discovered. Next
issue, no more animals, I promise. I
don’t want to flog a dead horse!
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17 June 2007

The Golden Jubilee of Fr Roger Barralet OFM.

I

n the summer issue of
In Touch we quoted Lou
Macpherson as saying
that Fr Roger had been
involved in Scouting
for some 60 years and
observed that such information
belied his present day youthfulness. Fr Roger is arguably one of
the best-known Franciscan friars
in our parish not least because
it is here that he grew up from
the age of 2 when his parents
settled in Woodford after arriving as immigrants from Belgium
when Roger (baptised Brian) was
only 6 weeks old.
On Sunday 17th June, Fr Roger celebrated his 50 years of Priesthood
on precisely the same Sunday of the
year as he had celebrated his first
Mass in St Thomas of Canterbury
Church on Sunday 16th June 1957.
Fr Brian, in his homily indirectly challenged the mathematicians in the
congregation to calculate Fr Roger’s
age when he said, ‘those of you who
30

are mathematicians will have worked
out that Roger was ordained Priest
in 1957 (No, he wasn’t still in short
trousers when he was ordained!).’ Of
course he wasn’t! Considering how
long it takes for a friar to be eligible
for ordination and the age one must
be to be accepted to the fraternity the
closely held secret is now out. But
judging from appearances unbelievably so.
It was a packed Church, which aptly
demonstrated, as Fr Brian said, the
number of friends Fr Roger has made
in the parish, due largely to ‘his belief
in Belloc’s dictum: “There is nothing
worth the wear of winning, but laughter and the love of friends.”’ Wherever
Fr Roger was posted in his 50 years
of ministry he made friends and collected disciples. Concelebrating with
him on this special occasion was Fr.
Paul Dynan, a diocesan priest at present stationed in Colchester who had
been one of Fr Roger’s pupils at St.
Bonaventure’s when he taught there.
What greater compliment to a priestly

“There is
nothing worth
the wear of
winning, but
laughter & the love
of friends.”’
life can there be than such a continuing friendship?
At the marvellous reception in the
Becket Centre after Mass there were
many who shared memories of Fr
Roger’s hospitality, willingness to help
in all sorts of situations and above all
his humour and jollity which had lifted
the hearts of so many who had consulted him in their hour of need.
All of those memories related by so
many people young and old came not
from Fr Roger who had very little to
say other than thank you. Thank you
to all who attended his jubilee and
although not said, perhaps, thank

you to Fr Brian for reminding him
so eloquently of the words in [John
15:16] “You did not choose me, no, I
chose you; and I commissioned you to
go out and to bear fruit, fruit that will
last; so that the Father will give you
anything you ask him in my name.”
After a long list of Fr Roger’s distinguished academic achievements
and various educational posts held,
Fr Brian summed up the reality of a
jubilarian’s unspoken thoughts which
are particularly relevant to this youthful ‘Jolly Roger’ (nothing to do with the
pirate flag) and can be put in no better words than those of Fr Brian.
‘How dreadful it must feel to hear
ones whole life summed up in a few
throwaway remarks or a dry catalogue of where we’ve been or offices
we’ve held.’
But what about all that has happened between the long ago and the
now?
‘What is the cost of discipleship?
Only Roger knows the price-tag: all
the teaching and preaching, all the
caring and the hope, all the struggles
and the smiles and the thanks and
the rejections, helping young people
through all the traumas of growing
up; even standing by the grave of
children he has taught, the patient
coaxing of the backward, all the loneliness of the priestly life – even with a
good community - all the times in that
50 years when he must have felt the
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record that this was a truly Catholic
event, taking a leaf out of Fr Brian’s
book, in quoting Belloc – ‘Wherever
the Catholic sun doth shine there is
music laughter and good red wine’.
Thanks to the ladies of the CWL the
reception in the Becket Centre certainly came up to that standard. A
diffident Fr Roger finally plunged the
knife into the cake opining, ‘I have
never done this before’. But in spite
of a loud appeal for a speech all we
got was a very humble thank you to,
particularly, the ladies who worked so
hard behind the scenes, and a somewhat embarrassed Fr Roger as all
joined in ‘For he’s a jolly good fellow’
ending with three cheers. If ever there
was a Jolly Friar Fr Roger certainly fits
the bill.

tears, all the days and nights when
he just held on; but he did hold on.
Paul’s words about being poured out
on the altar will have a resonance in
his mind today: he too can say, diffidently perhaps, and from far behind,
“I have run the race to the finish; I
have kept the faith”’.
But recalling Fr Brian’s words at his
own jubilee, there is a danger of making this report of a glorious occasion
sound like the valediction at a funeral
‘with a body lying in the coffin and
another lying in the pulpit.’
Therefore, it is appropriate to
0

